Easyturn
Easyturn is a soft swivel cushion that facilitates transferring in out of the car, a solution
suitable for a handicapped, temporarily physically disabled or even a fully mobile
person. The swivel function of Easyturn prevents strains on knees, hip and back. The
bottom side has a non-slip surface that prevents sliding out of position.
IM999405

Easyturn swivel cushion max 150 kg

Ø 40 cm

IM990454

Easyturn swivel cushion max 150 kg

Ø 45 cm

IM999505

Easyturn swivel cushion max 150 kg

Ø 50 cm

Pediturn
Pediturn is a soft turnplate which simply and effectively reduces strains in knees
and foot joints when transferring, for instance to and from a bed, a wheelchair, etc.
The internal smooth nylon material ensures that the Pediturn maintains the optimal
function, even when the feet are placed awkwardly compared to the center. The
external non-slip surfaces prevents from sliding out of position.
IM99836GT

Pediturn soft turnplate max 150 kg

Ø 40 cm

Turner transfer aid
Turner is a practical aid which activates the patient when transferring from one seated position to
another. Turner offers security for assisted person and will not strain the caregiver’s back, when
transferring from the bed to the wheelchair. With Turner, the assisted person themselves can
control their movements, which is perceived as being calmer and more secure.
Turner reduces the risk of falling, and it allows the caregiver to work in an
ergonomically correct manner.
Only the height of the handle and the lower leg support need adjusting. It is
easy to bring or push the out of the way when not in use, just tilt it on the
castors and it will run smoothly on any surface. The straight post gives more room for
the person. It is also easy to disassemble for transport and storage.
Turner is available in two different models, with original Oval shaped or with U-shaped
handle, depending on preferred grip.
Turner should only be used for persons who have enough stability in the legs to stand
with support.
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16090101

Turner Original with Oval handle

16090102

Turner with U-handle

